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About This Game

Under Leaves is a color-filled hidden object game from the world of animals. Gorgeous hand-drawn watercolor illustrations and
a soothing soundscape make for a gently exotic experience.

gorgeous hand-drawn watercolor visual

relaxing gameplay and audio

9 different locations over the world

29 animated animals to discover

accessible to everyone, there is no text! (just numbers)
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A cute, mildly challenging hidden object game where you find food for the local wildlife. Lovely art. Easy to force if you just
get plain stuck on the last one or two objects, which may happen a few times, especially on the larger stages. It's obvious it was a
mobile game/built for mobile. The movement between screens would feel smoother with a swiping motion. Warning: you may
get some motion sickness between the screen transitions and the water stages if you're succeptible to it. Can be 100%ed in 2
hours, give or take.. Utterly lovely. Beautiful graphics, calming sound design, and a fine hidden object game. A pleasant way to
spend a couple of hours.. The game looks easy, but it' not. Even as an adult I had difficulties to find all animals, especially the
snake level was hard for me (try to find green salamanders in the green forest ...). For kids it is simple to play and the music and
ambient sound create the feeling as if you are really in that environment. And the artwork is perfect for children! Realistic but
sweet. Love the game!. it cute fun game easy to look for thing some time. I found Under Leaves to be a pleasant casual hidden-
object game. It might have taken me about an hour to play though 20 levels, so it isn't very long. Unlike some other hidden-
object-type games, each level requires you to look for a set amount of one specific object, with variations in color only. This
can sometimes be very difficult; I spent some levels searching a long time for the last item I needed, but others were finished up
very easily. There is no storyline in the typical sense, and the art style is very pleasing and atmospheric, with a soothing
soundtrack. This is a short, relaxing game I'd recommend for the experience if you're looking for something inexpensive to buy,
but once you've played it through there isn't much point to playing it again.. Loved this! Just wish it were a lot longer than it is.
Maybe they will come out with more someday. Deffinately worth a try.. A relxaing hidden object game, with beautiful artwork.
Found it to be a great way to unwind and destress.. I love playing hidden object games, looking for clues and solving puzzles. I
thought that "Under Leaves" would be a standard hidden object game. It's not. Instead of following a story line and trying to
save time/the world/your family/the universe, you find objects for animals. Each animals wants you to search through 2 or more
connected pages to find plants, animals, acorns, sea anemones,... It varies according to the animal's environment.

And although it wasn't what I expected, I found that I loved playing this game. Some of the brown/yellow/orange areas proved to
be more difficult (and no, I don't know why I had more trouble with certain background colors). But I enjoyed myself anyway.

I recommend this to everyone who likes the hidden object aspect of puzzle games.. Under Leaves a very relaxing, albeit short,
hidden object game with a lovely art style.
I completed this game twice on one day, even on the second playthrough some of the objects are very difficult to find. If you get
stuck, there is a nice hint system in place with it's own little puzzle to solve before it helps you out.

One point to mention: because of the way objects are hidden, the game will be near impossible to beat for persons with certain
types of color blindness.
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Under Leaves is a beautiful, hidden object game with a soothing soundscape and simple play mechanism. The game does not
take long to complete (I've played through twice in my first go), but it is charming and relaxing. I think that this would be a
terrific game for children, particularly to join with your child and play together. As an adult, this will get replayed more for the
calming effect than for a challenge.. Loved the artwork. A nice relaxing game.. Such a pretty game. It was a quick playthrough
with no story, but the aesthetic was amazing.. Gnome Seal of Approval*
Took 90 minutes to complete for me. I think that makes it worth its price. Some may disagree.

The game itself is really simple for a hidden objects game. It sure could benefit from more variety, but I still recommend it for
fans of the genre.. Such a cute game
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